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We present a method for determining the average transition path and the free energy along this path in
the space of selected collective variables. The formalism is based upon a history-dependent bias along a
flexible path variable within the metadynamics framework but with a trivial scaling of the cost with the
number of collective variables. Controlling the sampling of the orthogonal modes recovers the average
path and the minimum free energy path as the limiting cases. The method is applied to resolve the path and
the free energy of a conformational transition in alanine dipeptide.
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Direct simulation of atomic motion during a molecular
transition is very often impossible because the transition is
associated with the crossing of a free energy bottleneck,
which is a rare event on the limited time scale accessible to
the simulation method. To nevertheless model such relatively slow processes as chemical reactions, conformational changes in macromolecules, or nucleation events
in phase transitions, a large number of advanced simulation
methods has been developed in recent years. These methods either apply a kind of bias along one or a few order
parameters [1–4], focus on localizing transition pathways
[5–11], or increase the temperature to enhance free energy
barrier crossing [12]. Although several of these methods
have become crucial for the study of slow molecular
processes, a number of important difficulties remains.
Arguably the largest challenge to model complex activated
processes remains the so-called ‘‘reaction coordinate problem’’ of localizing the slow degree(s) of freedom that
characterizes the transition mechanism. For very simple transitions, such a reaction coordinate may be chosen intuitively—for example, the length of a bond that breaks. For
all other interesting processes, the dimensionality and complexity are a problem, especially for methods that require an
appropriate reaction coordinate to enhance the sampling
and compute the free energy landscape. Two solutions are
offered to obtain a reaction coordinate in this case. The first
strategy is to analyze the reactive trajectories from transition
path sampling simulations [13,14], and the second is to
compute a least action pathway or a minimum (free) energy
pathway (MFEP) [5,6,15–17]. Here, we present an efficient
algorithm to locate the average pathway and obtain the free
energy profile in a single ‘‘path-metadynamics’’ simulation.
Our starting point is metadynamics [2,18], which belongs to a
class of biasing methods [19,20] that apply a historydependent repulsive bias to a small set of collective variables
to enhance sampling of activated transitions and probe the
free energy surface (FES). The MFEP connecting the reactant and product minima can be obtained from the computed
FES and used as a reaction coordinate onto which a complicated FES can be projected to provide an intuitive
0031-9007=12=109(2)=020601(4)

one-dimensional picture [21]. However, a FES spanned by
more than three collective variables becomes prohibitively
demanding to converge [22], and its analysis exceedingly
cumbersome. Branduardi et al. provided an analytic expression for the progress along a path as a sequence of intermediate molecular structures [23], which can be used as a
collective variable in a metadynamics simulation and, in an
iterative series of simulations, be optimized toward the
MFEP by following the gradient of the free energy, similar
as done in the string method [15]. Contrary to this approach
(and other path finding methods), the current algorithm
makes use of a flexible path that follows the probability
density of a set of collective variables. In this Letter, we
show that the method therefore (1) does not require calculation of (slowly converging) gradients of the FES, (2) can
locate both the average transition path and the MFEP,
(3) simultaneously obtains the free energy along the path,
(4) allows for very large sets of collective variables due to a
trivial scaling behavior, and (5) is particularly robust and
simple to implement.
Let us consider a many-particle system ðqðtÞ; vðtÞÞ 2
<3n  <3n , which dynamics evolves in some potential
UðqÞ with a canonical distribution of temperature T. Let
us also assume that this system has a FES spanned by a set of
relevant collective variables that are functions of the positions of the system, fzi ðqÞg  <N , in which the dynamics is
metastable over two states A  <N and B  <N . We want
to describe the reaction coordinate of the process as the
progression along an average transition path in the space of
the N collective variables, zi .
The reaction coordinate is well-defined within the concepts of transition path theory [24] and the committor
distribution. The committor is the probability pB ðqn Þ that
a trajectory starting with random (Boltzmann distributed)
velocities from configuration qn will arrive in state B
before going through state A. Close to the attractive basins
of state A or B, the committor will be (close to) zero or one,
respectively, whereas somewhere in between the isocommittor surface pB ðqn Þ ¼ 0:5 connects the ensemble of the
transition state structures, which have equal numbers
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of trajectories that ‘‘commit’’ either to states A or B. The
isocommittor surfaces provide a continuous foliation of
configurational space from state A to state B, which is
therefore often seen as the ideal reaction coordinate. The
transition flux density, , is the number of trajectories that
pass through the surface per unit area. This density will be
peaked at configurations that belong to the ‘‘transition
valley’’ in the FES, as illustrated by Fig. 1. The average
transition path can now be defined as the curve that runs
from state A to B and connects the mean values of the
transition flux densities of each isocommittor surface.
In order to localize the average transition path, we
make the following three assumptions: 1. The normalized
transition flux density, , can be represented by the configurational probability, pðzÞ ¼ expð  FðzÞ=kB TÞ, in the
neighborhood of the path, with F the free energy, T the
temperature, and kB Boltzmann’s constant. 2. The average
transition path can be represented by a parametrized curve
in the space of collective variables, fsðÞ: < ! <N ; sð0Þ 2
A and sð1Þ 2 Bg. 3. The isocommittor hyperplanes S are
perpendicular to sðÞ in the neighborhood of the path.
Although  is a conditional probability that only considers configurations that belong to transition paths that
connect A and B, the first assumption typically holds when
the transition flux is localized in a valley (or transition tube
[24]) in the FES spanned by an appropriate set of collective
variables, fzi g.
To associate the curve of the second assumption to the
progress of the transition, we require a projection of the
collective variable space onto the curve. This projection
yields the free parameter, ðzÞjs : <N ! ½0; 1, a reaction
coordinate that can in principle be connected to the isocommittor surfaces [14], although a choice of dynamically
coupled collective variables might complicate this mapping, as in that case the isocommittor surfaces are no
longer orthogonal to the curve [25,26].
An estimate of the average transition path is obtained by
connecting the mean configurational probabilities of each

hyperplane, S . The mean configurational probability is
obtained by integrating pðzÞ over the hyperplane surface,
Z
sðÞ¼
dS z0 p ðz01 ;...;z0N Þ; with
S
(1)
Z
1
dqeUðqÞ ðz1 z01 Þ...ðzN z0N Þ;
pðz01 ;...;z0N Þ¼
Z
with  the Dirac delta function and Z the partition function.
Although in principle these equations allow for the
computation of the average transition path by histogramming z in a Monte Carlo or molecular dynamics simulation, in practice the transition is a rare event on the
simulation time scale so that hyperplanes away from the
stable states are too poorly sampled. Applying a bias on z
using, e.g., metadynamics, can overcome the sampling
problem, but in practice only for rather low dimensions
of zi . Instead, we employ a gradually growing, onedimensional metadynamics bias potential along a guess
transition path, fsg ðg Þ; g ¼ ðzÞjsg g,


X
jg  g ðtÞj2
;
(2)
Vbias ðg ; tÞ ¼ H exp
2w2
t
in which H and w are the height and width of the Gaussian
repulsive potentials that are added to Vbias at the current
position g ðtÞ along the guess path sg ðg ðtÞÞ for discrete
intervals of the time t.
In order to locate the actual average transition path from
a biased sampling along a guess path, the ensemble average
of the transition points through the hyperplanes [Eq. (1)] is
replaced by a time average of these points, z, through
hyperplanes perpendicular to the guess path, Sg ,
1 ZtZ
hzig ¼ lim
zðt0 ÞdSg dt0 ;
(3)
t!1 t
0 Sg
in which the subscript g reminds us that these points z
belong to hyperplanes Sg perpendicular to the guess path,
and are therefore only an estimate of the actual average path.
However, since the probability of these points peaks in the
(closest) free energy valley, this provides us with a recipe to
converge the guess path to the average transition path in an
iterative procedure, simply by relocating the guess path at
regular time intervals to the accumulative average density,
s g ðg Þ ¼ hzig :

FIG. 1 (color online). Dynamic trajectories that start in reactant state A and end in product state B tend to localize in a valley
of the free energy landscape. While reconstructing the free
energy along a guess path sg ðÞg to escape the stable states
and sample barrier crossings, the guess path is evolved in the
perpendicular (hyper) planes Sg , to converge at the average
transition path together with its free energy profile.

(4)

The guess of the average transition path, together with its
foliation of hyperplanes, improves with every update until
convergence. Once the path is converged, the metadynamics
bias potential will tend to an estimator of the free energy
along this path-collective variable: F ¼ Vbias ð; tÞ, as with
every sampled recrossing, a new layer of Gaussian potentials
will correct the discrepancies that occurred while the guess
path was still moving through higher regions of the FES.
The numerical implementation of the method requires a
definition of a discrete path in collective variable space as
a set of M nodes sg ðg ; tÞ ! fstji g, with j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; M and
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ti representing the discrete time parameter of the evolution
of the path. For the geometrical expression for the projection of a point z onto the path, we use
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðv1  v3 Þ2  jv3 j2 ðjv1 j2  jv2 j2 Þ
m
g ðzÞ ¼ 
M
2Mjv3 j2


ðv1  v3 Þ  jv3 j2
;
2Mjv3 j2

(5)

which only requires knowledge of vectors involving point
z, the closest path node sm , and its neighboring nodes,
sm1 and smþ1 [27]. In particular, v1 ¼ sm  hzi, v2 ¼
hzi  sm1 , and v3 ¼ smþ1  sm . The expression for the
projection [Eq. (5)] requires equidistant nodes, which is
imposed by a reparametrization step [6] after every update
of the nodes. In the Supplemental Material [28], further
details, including a graph of the foliation of z space by
Eq. (5), are provided.
The numerical expression for the evolution of the path
nodes [Eq. (4)] uses the time averaged distance between z
and its projected point on the path sððzÞÞ, weighted by w,
which is only nonzero for the two closest nodes
X
X
stjiþ1 ¼ stji þ wk  jsti ððzk ÞÞ  zk j= wk ;
k

k

 
jstji  sti ððzk ÞÞj
wk ¼ max 0; 1 
:
i
jstji  stjþ1
j

(6)

Here, k is the molecular dynamics step number and
tiþ1  ti is the time interval between two subsequent updates of the path.
Until this point, we only apply a bias along the path,
maintaining a free sampling in the perpendicular directions
and allowing the nodes to move most efficiently toward
the average transition path in the free energy valley.
However, it is trivial to restrain the perpendicular sampling
to a tube using a potential on the distance from the path
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jsti ððzk ÞÞ  zk j, which may be important in cases with
ill-defined valleys (see the following). Moreover, in the
limit of an infinitesimally narrow tube, the nodes follow the
gradient of the free energy and we recover the MFEP.
We have applied this path-metadynamics algorithm to
compute the average transition path and the free energy
profile of a conformational transition in the prototypical
alanine dipeptide molecule in vacuum. The left panel of
Fig. 2 shows the well-known alanine dipeptide FES, or
Ramachandran plot, spanned by the two torsion angles, 
and c . The alanine dipeptide has become a standard model
system to illustrate the performance of rare event methods
to sample barrier crossings and compute free energy differences and reaction rates [29–32]. Here, we focus on the
transition between the main stable states, denoted C7eq and
C7ax , which has a barrier of about 9 kcal=mol.
A 3 ns path-metadynamics simulation was performed
using the CM3 D molecular dynamics program. The peptide was modeled using the CHARMM27 force field and
coupled to a single Nosé-Hoover chain thermostat to
maintain a constant temperature of T ¼ 298 K. Initially,
the metadynamics bias potential parameters [Eq. (2)] were
set to H ¼ 10 K and w ¼ 0:05 (in normalized length units
of  2 ½0; 1), and then scaled by factors 0.5 and 0.8,
respectively, after every barrier recrossing to converge
the free energy profile. Using instead the well-tempered
metadynamics approach [33] to converge the free energy
did not change the final results. The initial guess path was
parametrized by 20 nodes using a linear interpolation
between two fixed nodes centered at the two minima
C7eq and C7ax , and flanked at each end by 20 nodes
(i.e., 60 nodes in total). Repulsive harmonic potentials on
the path at  ¼ 0:2 and  ¼ 1:2 confined the sampling
to the transition in between. The time interval for the
evolution of the nodes was t ¼ 0:5 ps, while the bias
potential was incremented every 0.05–0.5 ps, depending on

FIG. 2 (color online). Left: time evolution of a transition path, sg ðÞg , that started from a straight path between C7eq and C7ax ,
shown on a background of the alanine dipeptide ð; c Þ landscape {previously computed using (normal) metadynamics [21]}. Middle:
evolution of the free energy profile along the path-collective variable g ðzÞ. Right: probability distribution along three hyperplanes,
also indicated in the left panel, illustrating the poorly bound reaction valley at B.
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the system displacement. The evolution of the path and the
free energy profile during a single 3 ns molecular dynamics
simulation are shown in Fig 2. Convergence is reached
after 1250 ps, with the final path and profile (transition
free energy F ¼ 1:7 and barrier Fz ¼ 8:7 kcal=mol) in
excellent agreement with previous results [6,23].
The main strength of the method is that it simultaneously
obtains the average transition path and the free energy
profile of an activated process, provided that the transition
can be described as a motion through a valley in a free
energy landscape spanned by a set of well-chosen collective variables. Although the latter requirement is rather
common to rare event methods and generally holds true
for activated molecular transformations, it is not unambiguously satisfied for the alanine dipeptide model system.
The difficulty is illustrated in the right panel of Fig. 2 by
the probabilities, p ðzÞ, along three S planes perpendicular to the valley, as indicated by the white lines in the left
panel. The p ðzÞ along the planes through the C7eq state
(line A) and the transition state (line C) are nicely peaked
and bound by high free energy (i.e., low probability) regions. However, halfway at hyperplane B, the valley is
hardly bound on the more negative (, c ) side, resulting
in a significant probability to escape the valley and fall into
the C5 minimum at the bottom left of the left panel of Fig. 2.
Here, the aforementioned ‘‘tube potential’’ aided in converging the mean probability [Eq. (1)], and thus sðÞ, close
to the shallow minimum of the valley at l ¼ 0, rather than at
the deep C5 minimum at l ¼ 2:4.
We conclude that the C7eq to C7ax transition in alanine
dipeptide may be particularly challenging as a model system
due to the poorly defined free energy valley. Nevertheless,
the path-metadynamics method very efficiently finds the
average transition path and free energy profile. Other
advantages of the method are that it can make use of the
existing metadynamics machinery, such as the multiplewalker parallelization or a distance-to-path collective
variable to find multiple reaction valleys.
We acknowledge financial support through an NWOCW VIDI grant.
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